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If you're looking for a pool �oatie that will make a splash this summer, then look no further. 

The following pool accessories are not for the faint of heart. 

Sure you could take the road most traveled and buy a standard pool �oatie to hold your chocolate
milk and cool you off but that's no fun. 

If you have a sense of humor maybe these pool �oaties will make your pool day a little more fun. 

BUTT FLOATIE (HTTPS://KIMOJI.COM/PRODUCTS/BUTT-POOL-FLOAT)
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Are you a Kim Kardashian fan? Then this pool �oatie is the one for you.

Lounge out on this butt and you might actually be the butt of all jokes. 

No, but really. 

This butt is so big, there's enough surface area to get a solid tan. 

 

EGGPLANT FLOATIE (HTTPS://THRICE.COM/COLLECTIONS/ORIGINAL-EMOJI-FLOATS/PRODUCTS/GIANT-
EGGPLANT-RIDER-EMOJI-POOL-FLOAT?VARIANT=19713156486)

https://thrice.com/collections/original-emoji-floats/products/giant-eggplant-rider-emoji-pool-float?variant=19713156486
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It's a vegetarian favorite!

Better than sausage at least. 

COCKROACH FLOATIE (HTTPS://WWW.BONANZA.COM/LISTINGS/GIANT-INFLATABLE-COCKROACH-RAFT-POOL-
FLOAT-TOY-SWIMMING-POOL-LOUNGER/389894297?
GOOG_PLA=1&GPID=339470924329&KEYWORD=&GOOG_PLA=1&POS=1O3&AD_TYPE=PLA&GCLID=CJWKCAJWXZ

https://www.bonanza.com/listings/Giant-Inflatable-Cockroach-Raft-Pool-Float-Toy-Swimming-Pool-Lounger/389894297?goog_pla=1&gpid=339470924329&keyword=&goog_pla=1&pos=1o3&ad_type=pla&gclid=CjwKCAjwxZnYBRAVEiwANMTRX6iuGM5MLRkaHBx5MFAiB73rZtw1uFLKZyzfpoqIV_ButWZdaYtLnBoCz5oQAvD_BwE
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Conquer your fear of these pests by sitting on its face.

Order this cockroach �oatie and it will be yours for the rest of the season because no one else will
want to be caught dead on it. 

 

CHERRY POOL FLOATIE (HTTPS://WWW.FLOATGOAT.COM/PRODUCTS/GIANT-CHERRIES-POOL-FLOAT)

https://www.floatgoat.com/products/giant-cherries-pool-float
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Talk about a cherry on top of your summer.

Garnish your pool with this totally innocent pool �oatie that your kids can relax on. 

This �oatie can �t two people comfortably making it twice the fun!

 

WANNABE SWAN FLOATIE (HTTPS://WWW.THIRDDRAWERDOWN.COM/PRODUCTS/RIDICULOUS-INFLATABLE-
SWAN-THING-X-DAVID-SHRIGLEY)

https://www.thirddrawerdown.com/products/ridiculous-inflatable-swan-thing-x-david-shrigley
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This thing will haunt your dreams, your wet dreams that is. 

You will dream of playing around in the pool, splashing about, with everyone envying your fortunate
pool �oaty situation. 

What it is? No one quite knows. 

But who cares, you'll be the talk of the town!
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